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Exploring New Synergies for Open Access Legal Scholarship
Bepress & SSRN Pilot Results
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Bepress-SSRN Pilot Project
What we’ve learned while starting up the 
Columbia Law Faculty Scholarship 
Repository, and how SSRN integration can 
help new collections grow on Digital 
Commons...
Brian J. Donnelly
Director of Educational Technology
Zoe Bethune
Digital Repository Specialist
Background
o Recent Digital Commons Initiative builds on past attempts to establish a 
Faculty Scholarship Archive through modifying our University IR
o Adopted Digital Commons platform, began posting DC records in February
o Columbia Law faculty have been using SSRN since the 1990s
o Faculty have responded positively to the idea of an SSRN-Digital Commons 
integration
Early Permissions Process Provides Foundation
Reached out to 86 Faculty Members and almost 400 Law Reviews
2.
1.
3.
Can we upload? Which must we exclude?
Sent requests to SSRN…
Reviewed records when they arrived
SSRN Outcomes
45
Authors 
participated 
10 
expressed interest 
after our deadline Saw an increase in downloads even though 
our site has not yet been publicly launched!
964
articles ingested 
in May
What Does an SSRN Record 
Look Like on Our IR?
Points to Improve + 
Possible Ideas
SSRN metadata entry fields permit naming 
inconsistencies that may confuse the author 
naming/school naming conventions within the 
IR, so we could benefit from controlled vocab 
for school names as a start
eJournal titles may map well onto DC Network 
tags
Organized journal ‘sign on’ to a permissions 
policy through Digital Commons 
Sherpa/RoMEO policy updates
Might Authors grant permission to send record 
to Digital Commons at point of upload to SSRN?
1. Metadata Standards 2. Permissions Centralization
3. Aggregate Metrics
University of Georgia School of Law
Thomas Striepe
Associate Director for Research Services
Carol Watson
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Why Participate in the Pilot?
digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
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Process – pre-pilot
• Pre-print articles uploaded into SSRN
• Forthcoming series in Digital Commons
• Archived print version in Digital Commons
• Scholarly works series
• Updated in SSRN
Digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
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Pilot Process
• Upload pre-print article into Digital Commons
• SSRN is automatically populated
• E-journal selection
• Generation of cover sheet for UGA Research Series
• Update to article in Digital Commons automatically updated in 
SSRN
• Downloads between two systems aggregated
Digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
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Statistics & Outcomes – Law School Rankings
Digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
Pre-Pilot Post-PilotJune July August
SSRN Top 750 
Law Schools 
Ranking
86 35 36 36
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Statistics & Outcomes – Author Rankings
Pre-Pilot Post-Pilot Increase in 
Ranking
109,430 26,585 82,845
73,590 6,219 67,371
53,099 10,489 42,610
43,907 3,425 40,482
58,154 23,414 34,740
39,329 6,206 33,123
42,134 14,059 28,075
Digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
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Statistics & Outcomes – Article Rankings
Pre-Pilot Post-Pilot Increase
Untangling the Market-Participant 
Exemption to the Dormant Commerce 
Clause 478,084 8,013 470,071
The Rehnquist Court, Structural Due 
Process, and Semisubstantive
Constitutional Review 472,238 17,841 454,397
Suspect Linkage: The Interplay of State 
Taxing and Spending Measures in the 
Application of Constitutional 
Antidiscrimination Rules
501,868 61,258 440,610
The Constitutional Case Against 
Intracircuit Nonacquiescence 483,958 49,269 434,689
A Profile of Tort Litigation in Georgia and 
Reflections on Tort Reform 478,084 48,860 429,224
Digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
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Statistics & Outcomes - Books
Digitalcommons.law.uga.edu
What’s Next?
Questions?
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